
Brown-Gitler Spetra { Brown-Gitler spetra were introdued by E.H. Brown, Jr. and Samuel Gitler[1℄ to study higher order obstrutions to immersions of manifolds, but immediately found wide appliabilityin a variety of areas of homotopy theory, most notably in the stable homotopy groups of spheres ([9℄ and[4℄), in studying homotopy lasses of maps out of various lassifying spaes ([3℄, [10℄, and [8℄), and, as mightbe expeted, in studying the Immersion Conjeture for manifolds ([2℄ and [5℄).The mod p homology H�X = H�(X;Z=pZ) omes equipped with a natural right ation of the Steenrodalgebra A whih is unstable: at the prime 2, for example, this means0 = Sqi : HnX ! Hn�iX; 2i > n:Write U� for the ategory of all unstable right modules over A. This ategory has enough projetives; indeed,there is an objet G(n), n � 0, of U� and a natural isomorphismHomU�(G(n);M) �=Mnwhere Mn is the vetor spaes of elements of degree n in M . The module G(n) an be expliitly alulated.For example, if p = 2 and xn 2 G(n)n is the universal lass, then the evaluation map A ! G(n) sending �to xn� de�nes an isomorphism �nA=fSqi : 2i > ngA �= G(n):These are the dual Brown-Gitler modules.This pleasant bit of algebra an be only partly reprodued in algebrai topology. For example, for generaln there is no spae whose (redued) homology is G(n); spei�ally, if p = 2, the module G(8) annot supportthe struture of an unstable oalgebra over the Steenrod algebra. However, after stabilizing, this objetiondoes not apply and we have the following result from [1℄,[4℄,[6℄: there is a unique p-omplete spetrum T (n)so that H�T (n) �= G(n) and for all pointed CW omplexes Z, the map[T (n);�1Z℄! �HnZsending f to f�(xn) is surjetive. Here �1Z is the suspension spetrum of Z, the symbol [ ; ℄ denotes stablehomotopy lasses of maps, and �H is redued homology. The spetra T (n) are the dual Brown-Gitler spetra.The Brown-Gitler spetra themselves an be obtained by the formulaB(n) = �nDT (n)whereD denotes the Spanier-Whitehead duality funtor. The suspension fator is a normalization introduedto put the bottom ohomology lass of B(n) in degree 0. An easy alulation shows that B(2n) ' B(2n+1)for all primes and all n � 0.For a general spetrum X and n 6� �1 modulo 2p, the group [T (n); X ℄ is naturally isomorphi to thegroup DnH�
1X of homogeneous elements of degree n in the Cartier-Dieudonn�e module D�H�
1X of theabelian Hopf algebra H�
1X . In fat, one way to onstrut the Brown-Gitler spetra is to note that thefuntor X 7! D2nH�
Xis the degree 2n group of an extraordinary homology theory; then B(2n) is the p-ompletion of the repre-senting spetrum. See [6℄. This an be greatly, but not ompletely, destabilized. See [7℄.1
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